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QASource Press Release

QASource Featured in Gartner’s 2017 
Market Guide for Mobile Application Testing Services

PLEASANTON, California, July 20, 2017 - QASource, one of the world’s leading software QA 
services providers, has been featured in Gartner’s 2017 Market Guide for Mobile Application 
Testing Services.

“Making sure that we have the state-of-the-art labs to support our clients in mobile testing is 
important to us,” said Rick Rampton, Head of Client Success for QASource. “Mobile is one of our 
strategic initiatives. We are excited to be part of Gartner’s prestigious report on this market.”

Published on June 28, the 26-page guide is available for paid download from Gartner, Inc. The 
guide includes key market findings, recommendations, market trends and analysis, and a global 
listing of 35 representative testing vendors - including QASource as a pure-play testing service 
provider.

According to the report: “Mobile applications are increasingly the most important channel to 
interact with clients and end users in a digital economy. Sourcing and vendor management leaders 
need to navigate through the complexity of selecting a mobile application testing service provider 
most suited to meet business needs.”

Gartner (NYSE: IT) is the world’s leading research and advisory company. The company helps 
business leaders with the objective insights they need to make the right decisions.
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About QASource
Headquartered in Pleasanton, California, with an office in Chandigarh, India, QASource is
one of the world’s leading software QA providers. Since its foundation in 2002, QASource
has grown to become an international organization with thousands of professionals
servicing a variety of clients ranging from VC-funded startups to Fortune 500 companies.
QASource has demonstrated a growth rate of 20% to 50% annually, and is a market leader in 
test automation services. QASource customers have had successful exits exceeding $15 billion in 
M&A transactions, leading to the company’s tagline, “Quality That Creates Value.” For more 
information, visit the QASource website at https://www.qasource.com.
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